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NEW RELEASE

Adina

Vintage 2.0 GT
Bausele

Baume & Mercier

Oceaneer Automatic
Adina Watches

Clifton Baumatic

This new automatic
model within the
Oceaneer collection
is a performance-bred
watch with a classic
look. Equally at home
on the beach or in the
boardroom, versatility
and functionality are
key. Like every Adina
watch, the Oceaneer
Automatic has been
meticulously handassembled by a
qualified watchmaker
in Brisbane, Australia.

Duraflex Group Australia

The Clifton Baumatic combines
understated elegance and
technical reliability, thanks
to the latest generation of
the Baumatic calibre – the
BM13 – which is certified by
the Contrôle Officiel Suisse
des Chronomètres (COSC) and
resistant to the magnetic fields
encountered in daily life.
The Clifton Baumatic is the
essential companion for the
aesthetically-inclined, who
are in perpetual pursuit of
performance and nnovation.
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The Vintage 2.0 is
unlike any other
smartwatch. Activity
tracking, sleep
monitoring and
smart notifications
are built into
this classic-style
timepiece, which
connects to your
phone via a tailored
app. Manage how you
want to be notified and
what you can switch
off with the Vintage
2.0, Australia’s first
smartwatch.

Bausele

Bulova

OceanMoon The Drift
Bausele

Marine Star
Citizen Australia

The much-loved
Oceanmoon timepiece
has had a significant
upgrade. The new
Drift model draws
inspiration from
Australia’s rugged
coastline. Limited
to just 600 pieces,
the Oceanmoon
range features
Nanoceram glass,
believed to be a
world-first innovation.
Each model comes
with a free bonus
strap, including a fully
recycled plastic option.

The Bulova Marine Star
is water-resistant
to 100m and features a
six-hand chronograph
function with calendar,
grey ion-plated
stainless-steel case
with rotating ring
to measure elapsed
time, and a bold red
dial with luminous
hands and markers.
This 43mm model
comes with an ionplated stainless-steel
bracelet with fold-over
buckle closure, safety
bar and extender.
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Citizen

Classique

Classique

Classique

Automatic Diver
Ciitizen Australia

Ladies GP
SAMS Group Australia

Aviator Skeleton
SAMS Group Australia

This 26mm Swiss
quartz watch features
a gold-plated stainlesssteel case pave-set
with 51 diamonds,
with a scratchresistant sapphire
crystal face. The
gold-plated stainlesssteel link bracelet
has a push-button
deployment buckle,
while Roman numeral
hour markers and a
date display add to
the timelessly elegant
feel. A matching gents
model is available.

The Classique Aviator
Skeleton features a
17-gem Swiss-made
mechanical skeleton
movement within its
stainless-steel case.
For men who enjoy
a bold and technical
watch, this model
has a blue and rosegold toned elements.
Measuring 48mm,
it is fitted with an
anti-shock balance
wheel and is water
resistant to 50m.

Mechanical Skeleton
Pocket Watch
SAMS Group Australia

Stand out from the
crowd with this striking
Automatic Diver
timepiece. With its
beautiful green bezel
and a sleek black dial,
this ISO-compliant
watch is a divers’ new
favourite. Its titanium
case is five times
harder than stainless
steel yet 40 per cent
lighter, making it
perfect for everyday
wear. Its mineral glass
case has a day/date
display, and the watch
has a power reserve
of 40 hours once
completely wound.

WATCH
Showcase
New & Classic
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Jeweller has compiled a snapshot of products from leading watch
brands, from the latest timepieces on the market to classic best-sellers.
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Cluse

Cluse

Cluse

Triomphe Silver/
Salmon Pink Mother
of Pearl
Heart & Grace

Féroce Gold White/
Gold Link
Heart & Grace

Vigoureux Silver Petrol
Blue/ Silver Link
Heart & Grace

The Cluse Féroce is a
classic, and an ode to
minimalism and joie
de vivre. Its 36mm
case is refined yet
eye-catching, while
the matte white dial
blends perfectly with
its gold-toned case
and link bracelet. The
strap of this Féroce
model can also be
easily interchanged
with any 18mm Cluse
watch strap.

The Vigoureux is Cluse’s
take on a luxury sports
watch – minimalist
and ultra-thin, but also
masculine and bold. It
is a conversation starter
par excellence with
its striking petrol blue
sunray dial, integrated
stainless-steel bracelet
with invisible butterfly
clasp, and perfectly
brushed and polished
case. The Vigoureux
is a new look for the
Cluse man.

Featuring a salmon
pink mother-of-pearl
dial and silver-toned
case & bracelet, this
Triomphe watch is the
perfect companion on
ambitious days and
nights. With its stainless
steel 33mm case and
link-style bracelet, it’s
on trend and built to
last. The bracelet can
be interchanged with
any 16mm Cluse
watch strap.
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This gold-plated
mechanical wind-up
pocket watch features
a striking ‘skeleton’
design with a Swiss
movement. Measuring
approximately 49mm,
the case has a
push-open lid, front
and back. The ideal
timepiece or gift for
men who appreciate
the watchmaking
tradition.
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Coinwatch

Coinwatch

Summit
Mason Fair

Jilly
Mason Fair

The Summit series has defined
Coinwatch since its inception. The
watch is customisable by year date, allowing
customers to create a truly unique timepiece
that commemorates a special or significant
year. The watch houses a Swiss movement
and comes with a three-year warranty with
free express delivery Australia-wide.

The Jilly features a beautiful two-tone kangaroo
half-penny dial with Swarovski crystals around
the bezel. It celebrates not only iconic Australian
coins, but a year special to the wearer as custom
date coins can be ordered. The watch comes
with a three-year warranty and Mason Fair’s
leading after-sales service.
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EasyRead Time Teacher Standard
EasyRead Time Teacher

EasyRead’s best-selling standard
watches feature a Seiko movement,
fabric strap and a special teaching dial
that children find very easy to understand
and remember. Mums and dads will love
this watch as it makes teaching this
skill simple and fun.
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EasyRead Time Teacher Waterproof
EasyRead Time Teacher

This high-quality waterproof watch
from EasyRead Time Teacher is perfect
for the active child. Milled from a
stainless-steel billet, with a stainless
screw-in back plate and four O-rings
at the crown, it has a toughened glass
lens recessed 0.5mm for protection, and
houses a Seiko movement.
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Frédérique Constant
Slimline Power
Reserve Manufacture
Citizen Australia

BE STS E L L E R

EPOS Switzerland
Sportive
Stella Timepieces

This sporty stainless-steel watch from
Swiss manufacturer EPOS features a
striking green sunray dial protected by
scratch-resistant sapphire crystal. The case
measures 42mm while the stainless-steel link
strap creates a classically masculine feel.

BE STS E L L E R

Grovana

Bear Grylls Survival
3740 Master series
More on luminox.com.au

Proudly distributed by

02 9417 0177 | www.dgau.com.au

GMT Moontimer
Stella Timepieces

The GMT Moontimer
from Swiss brand
Grovana displays
two time-zones
with additional
moon-phase and
date functions. The
rose gold-plated,
stainless-steel case
measures 41mm
and incorporates
three Swiss-made
Ronda quartz
movements. The
chocolate crocodileprint leather strap is
comfortable to wear
and features a rose
gold-toned buckle.
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EPOS Switzerland
Ladies 4401
Stella Timepieces

The elegant 4401 features a 29mm stainless
steel case in an on-trend rose gold tone. The
black mother-of-pearl dial has matching rose
gold-toned hour markers, while the black
leather strap adds to the sophisticated look.
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Grovana
Ladies 3194.1132
Stella Timepieces

Grovana combines
high-quality
materials with
contemporary
Swiss design and
craftsmanship,
together with
excellent
value for
money.
This ladies’
watch features
an understated
circular stainlesssteel case, with
chic white dial and
blue detailing. The
stainless steel link
bracelet adds a
sporty feel.

Frédérique Constant
is proud to add its
28th in-house calibre
within its Manufacture
collection. The inhouse movement also
boasts an extraordinary
50-hour power reserve.
The watch features
hours, minutes and
a date display. The
40mm case in rose
gold-plated stainless
steel has sophisticated
Roman numerals and a
sunray effect with black
hands. The finishing
touch is an elegant
alligator strap with a
deployant clasp.
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Grunt
GBKS
Mason Fair

Water resistant to
200m, the Grunt
GBKS features a
hardened, scratchresistant and shatterproof mineral crystal
face recessed in a
fixed, diamond-like
carbon (DLC) coated
bezel. The hands and
numerals glow in the
dark due to the longlasting and luminous
Super-Luminova
pigment. Comes
with a five-year
limited warranty.
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Gregio
Ladies Rose Gold
Lilac Lily

Time is precious,
like jewellery.
Follow every
minute with a
Gregio watch,
exclusively
designed and
produced in
Greece. This
ladies’ watch
houses a Gregio
movement within
its stunning round
case, finished in
a rose gold tone
with matching
mesh stainless
steel bracelet.
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ICE-Watch
Ice Solar | West End Collection

The new Ice Solar collection
is an environmentally friendly
watch manufactured from
recycled plastics. Plus,
the battery never has to be
replaced due to the solar rim
under the bezel of the watch.
If a watch is an expression
of who you are, then
the Ice Solar will
certainly let everyone
know that you care.
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100m Water Resistant
Screw In Crown
Screw Down Back
Stainless Steel
Day / Date Indicator
Anti Smash Glass Protection bezel
@RingersWestern

@ringerswestern

E orders@samsgroup.com.au
W samsgroup.com.au P 02 9290 2199
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Luminox

Maserati

Bear Grylls Survival Series
Duraflex Group Australia

Traguardo Sports Chronograph
West End Collection

Luminox watches perform
in extreme situations, and
the Bear Grylls Survival
Series is designed to
help you make it through.
Whether it’s the countdown
dive zone on the Sea watch,
the walking speed scale or
paracord strap on the Land,
or SOS in Morse Code on
the 300m-water resistant
Master series, these
timepieces will be your
trusty companions and help
you conquer any conditions.

Maserati conjures up
images of elegant lines,
graceful speed and high
class. The Maserati
Traguardo Sports
Chronograph embodies
all of these elements
within its rose gold-toned
stainless steel case with
a luxury leather strap.
One of the world’s most
prestigious sports car
manufacturers, Maserati
is now a luxury lifestyle
timepiece too.
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Maurice Lacroix
Aikon Automatic
West End Collection

M

The new release from Swiss
manufacturing powerhouse
Maurice Lacroix unites the
brand’s tradition of unique
innovation with a contemporary,
urban aesthetic. Aikon is a sporty,
elegant collection that embodies
the complex nature of time. The
watch measures 42mm, is 200m
water resistant and finished with
a stylish Clous de Paris dial.
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Mondaine

Pierre Lannier

Evo 2

Mens Automatic
Skeleton Gold
Blue/Brown
Heart & Grace

Duraflex Group Australia

The Evo 2 collection has
been revamped with modern
style and sophistication. The
40mm case features a sophisticated
yet easy-to-read dial designed
with Mondaine’s distinctive hour
and minute hands and iconic red
seconds hand, as well as a calendar
display. Comfortable to wear
and immaculately balanced, the
Evo 2 is ideal for casual day-to-day
wear or as a business watch.

Gold-toned stainless
steel harmonises with
matching hands and Roman
numeral hour markers in
the stylish Skeleton model
from Pierre Lannier. The dial
shows the mechanism while
the elegant blue hue on the
periphery creates a classic,
masculine and on trend look.

Pierre Lannier
Ladies Automatic
Skeleton Rose Gold
Silver/Silver Mesh

P

Heart & Grace

Made in France, like all
Pierre Lannier watches, the
Ladies Automatic Skeleton
is simply irresistible. The
automatic movement
guarantees precision, while
the rose gold and silver
colour combination gives it
an elegantly French finish.
A sophisticated mesh strap
is the perfect final touch.
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Police | Kediri
Duraflex Group Australia

Kediri stands out within the new Police
collection, with the 46mm octagonal
case expressing rebellion, individuality
and an unconventional streak. The case
shape and contrasting top ring make
for a striking design blend.
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Police | Luang
Duraflex Group Australia

Luang, meaning ‘royal’ in Thai, is from
Police’s new collection. Its design exudes
confidence and style with a 48mm jumbo
casing, luminous hands and distinctive
date displays. There are a variety of sleek
colourways and straps available.
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Swiss Alpine Military

Thomas Sabo

TW Steel

Ladies Leader
Stella Timepieces

Code TS

ACE Diver

Swiss Alpine Military
combines precision with
reliability and durability.
The watch stands out
thanks to an athletic
look and highquality materials. Swiss
Alpine Military watches
offer the additional bonus
of very clear watch dials.
This Ladies Leader model
features a stainless steel
case and bracelet with a
white dial, perfect for
professional women who
require a comfortable,
functional timepiece
without sacrificing style.

Timeless, versatile and unisex,
the Code TS watch is an iconic
companion for everyday life
and special occasions. The flat
case features a three-hand
movement and date display,
paired with a slender, lengthadjustable Milanese bracelet.
The model is characterised by
the distinctive Thomas Sabo
aesthetic, blending modern
features with inspiration from
the classic men’s watches
of the 1950s. The contrast
between the polished bezel
and the brushed stainless steel
case adds an elegant look. The
bracelet of the Code TS watch
is easy to change and provides
maximum styling flexibility.
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Coming in five adventurous
designs, the new ACE Diver is
a powerhouse of confidence
wrapped up in a sleek
design. The key elements
are all present: bold design,
luxurious materials, and
cutting-edge technology.
Powered by Ronda 5030.D
Swiss Made movements, and
with a battery life of 4.5 years,
the ACE Diver has a 44mm
case, waterproof to 300m,
with scratch-resistant, antireflective sapphire crystal,
and Swiss Super-Luminova
pigment. All timepieces
feature a soft rubber strap
and come in a luxury gift box.

Proudly distributed by

02 9417 0177 | www.dgau.com.au

